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ABSTRACT 
The recent experiment reporting the discovery of a monopole is 

compared to the negative experiments performed previously. The dif
ferent determinations of the flux of monopoles ar; contradictory. 
It is likely that the event reported as a aonopole may be given an
other interpretation. 

******** 
Sometime in August, 1 had a beautiful surprise when opening the 

morning newspaper.1 Magnetic monopoles had been discovered. It was 
not said how and where but there seemed to be no doubt about it. 
For somebody who spent years looking for them, it is a great satis
faction to think that our search was for something that was real 
after all. However, my joy got tempered with suspicions when I 
received further information.2 Monopoles had been found where we 
and so many other people have been looking all along, i.e. in the 
cosmic rays, and the monopole flux had to be so high, for the dis
coverers to see one, that we should have found some 10-> of them 
where we did not find any. A little status report is called for in 
this case. , . 

Actually, there have been several experiments ~ using differ
ent techniques looking for monopoles in the cosmic radiation and 
finding none. They established upper limits for the flux per unit 
of area and per unit of time as a function of monopole energy. The 
best limits, for a 953! confidence level, are shown in Fig. 1. 

Grossly speaking, they lay around 
» ,. i ,. . ,J \ 10-18cm~2s-l. The experiment 

WT«-^«-''r °" claiming the discovery2 found one 
' event corresponding to a flux of 

hi.)) t,n torlHir.cHi a b o u t i 0-13 c m-2 s-l. There is a 
— 4 !/ J-tfM) conflict and it is clear that the 
/ f~?fktf-s) latest experiment was sensitive to 

-t J.*z....v.J_ g n 0 5 j e C £ that could not be seen 
* <b ' <o»' ib<- ' <i* • w ',iv, by the others. What are the prop-

mompotikMtt,: entry (OeV) erties of this object? Does it 
1 deserve the name of "monopole"? 

Fig. 1. Flux vs energy. That Is mainly the subject of my 
report. 

The experiment that claimed the discovery consisted of having a 
stack of lexan sheets, an emulsion and a Cerenkov detector exposed 
to cosmic rays in a balloon flight (Fig. 2). After etching, a track 
appeared in the lexan with nearly the same etching rate in all the 
sheets. The corresponding ionization was what was expected for a 
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of Ref. 

hl(hly electrically charged particle 
or for a monopole of charge 2, If 

-I -^ c*.. measured in quanta of the Dirac 
B B ^ ' I ^ ] > W S T theory. 6 Froa the absence of Cerenkov 
" * ' " ' ' ' ' •'"""• signal, it waa deterained that 6, the 

velocity measured in fraction of the 
speed of light, was below 0.68 and, 
from the emulsion data, that 0.45 < 8 
< 0.60. There is no way for a known 
nucleus with such a charge and such a 
low velocity in the emulsion to trav
erse the stack of lexan sheets with a 
constant ionization. There should be 
a Bragg peak in the bottom sheets. On fj^^'^y^V^ '"' '-1 the contrary, for monopoles, nearly 

/?,* . . J I constant ionization is expected. 
Therefore, the authors concluded that 
the track had to be due either to a 
particle of charge 70 and a mass of 
more than 10* GeV or to a monopole of 
charge equal to 2 Dirac units and a 
mass larger than 200 GeV. They con

sidered masses of the order of 10* GeV to be unreasonable and were 
Impressed by the fact that the monopole charge would be an integer, 
as predicted by Dirac.6 Therefore, they concluded it was a monopole 
of charge 2 and 6 * 0.5. In view of their claim, we will limit our 
review to searches that are relevant to monopoles of charge 2 and 
real masses (not tachyons) in the cosmic radiation. 

At the lowest end of the energy spectrum, the experiment that 
gave the best upper limits consisted of measuring the magnetic 
charge of samples of lunar soil.-' (See Fig. 1) Its ability to de
tect cosmic monopoles relies on their property to slow down in 
matter till they get thermalized and to be trapped in substances 
that contain ferromagnetic material. Since monopoles have inter
actions with matter, they are bound to have energy losses, therefore, 
to slow down and get thermalized. Near a ferromagnetic material, 
monopoles are attracted by their magnetic image and their potential 
energy can be at least 70 eV lower than at infinity. Since the 
ferromagnetic state is already the state of lowest energy of the 
material, there is no way it can supply the energy to the monopole 
to get away. Considerations based on plain energy conservation show 
that monopoles must stay in or in the vicinity of the ferromagnetic 
material.' Therefore they would be trapped in the lunar soil that 
contains ferromagnetic pieces. Later, the magnetic charge of Che 
sample is measured by the current change induced in a closed super
conducting circuit containing a solenoid, when the sample is in 
motion along the axis of the solenoid (Fig. 2). Here, the property 
relied upon is expressed by one of the Maxwell equations adapted to 
take the current of magnetic charge j into account. 

m 
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where f Is the electric field and B the magnetic Induction. 3 
3B" *•• m 

plays the same role as -r— in equation (1). Variations of B along 
the path of the sample have been 
generated inside the measuring ^ 
equipment to test its response to J 

. with adequate sensitivity. If a 
I ie»»i "nonopole" Is not detected In this 

"V-^—l^^J- ^ experiment, it does not have one of 
f l \ the basic properties of the mono-
's

 e , i l ,' pole, either attraction by a ferro-
^ ' magnetic substance or participation 

In the Maxwell equation (1). How-
Fig. 3. Equip, of Ref. 3. ever, in that experiment, no mono-

poles were detected. 
For monopoles of energies >10* GeV, the lunar soil experiment 

loses its sensitivity because monopoles would most likely stop deep 
Inside the moon (see Fig. 1). Another negative experiment sets up 
the best upper limits then.* It consists of exposing ocean sedi
ments to large magnetic fields and detecting the monopoles that 
would have been extracted this way. No such particle was found. 
The experiment relies on the properties of cosmic monopoles to slow 
down in the atmosphere and in ocean water till it gets thermalized 
and then, to drift along the terrestrial magnetic field lines and 
get trapped In the ocean sediments that also contain ferromagnetic 
material. In addition, the experiment relies on the possibility of 
extracting monopoles by large magnetic fields, an assumption that is 
reasonable though not quite as unchallengeable as the assumptions of 
the lunar experiment. The possibility of extraction depends on mono-
pole chemistry. Therefore, it may look easy to explain the experl 
mental discrepancy mentioned above by postulating that monopoles 
cannot be extracted and that their energy in the cosmic rays is in 
the range where the previous negative experiment3 has flux limita
tion above 10" 1 3cm _ 2s _ 1. However, it Is a fact that some ocean 
bottom samples were also measured with the detector described in 
Fig. 3, using the same induction technique as for the lunar sample. 
Ko ocean bottom sample was found with a non zero magnetic charge and 
the upper limits for the flux in cosmic rays is still 100 times 
below the 10" 13 Cm" 2s - 1 corresponding to the reported discovery. 
Surely, if monopoles have escaped detection in the ocean bottom 
experiments, the blame could atUl be put to the drift hypothesis. 
However, if monopoles do not drift along field lines in ocean water 
and stop on the bottom, where do they end up? 

For monopoles above 10 6 and 10 7 GeV, another experiment has 
been performed that looked for fossile tracks in samples of geologi
cal mica and obsidian.5 (See Fig. 1) Ho track was found with the 
heavy ionization that could correspond to a monopole of twice the 
Dirac charge or more. This experiment relies on the same ionization 
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property as the experiment that clalaed the discovery. Therefore, 
If the cosmic ray event is indeed a "monopole", "monopoles" should 
have an energy less than 10 6 GeV. The real conflict can only be be
tween the discovery? on one hand and the lunar and ocean bottom 
experiments^, 4 o n c n e other hand. 

A striking feature of the lunar and the ocean bottom experiments 
is that a basic property was required for the monopole, either induc
tion via equation (1) or acceleration by a magnetic field. The ex
periment that reported the discovery requires nothing magnetic. 
Therefore, attempts have been made to explain the cosmic ray event 
by a process that does not require the magnetic properties of a 
monopole. LipkinS points out that a quark could very well bind 
•trongly to a heavy nucleus and form a very heavy and highly charged 
particle that could be that alternate explanation of the cosmic 
•vent. Moi^ prosaic explanations have been attempted. Alvarez' 
found out that the lexan and the Cerenkov data can be fitted if one 
assumes that a platinum nucleus penetrated the stack of detectors 
and underwent two spallation interactions in the lexan stack. To 
make the fit acceptable, the data had to be corrected for errors in 
calibration and in thickness of detectors, errors that unfortunately 
exist in Kef. 2. Moreover, Alvarez makes plausible arguments in 
favor of the interpretation of the platinum and the two spallations. 
Independently, Fowler 1 0 finds a scenario similar to Alvarez' and 
claims that the limits on B set in Ref. 2 from the emulsion data are 
not valid. From these analyses, we can say that chances are that 
there is no monopole after all. 

More accurate results could be obtained using proper calibra
tion for all the lexan sheets. The Price group is in the process of 
doing this now and its leader is unwilling to make any definitive 
statement before each measurement is in its final "orm. As of Octo
ber 3rd, Price recognizes that the data published in Ref. 2 contain
ed errors and that the published experimental evidence is not quite 
strong enough to oblige theoreticians to take the discovery of mono-
poles into account yet. 

My personal opinion is that a definitive proof of the existence 
of monopoles would require an experiment that detects either the 
induction phenomenon of equation (1) or some acceleration by a mag
netic field. Moreover, I don't think experiments should be ignored 
if their results are negative. 
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